
BOARD MEETING MINUTES

August 29, 2022

IN ATTENDANCE: Ari Scott, Simon Yuan, Kiran Rosenkilde, Hannah Gra�eo, Luke Kennedy

EXCUSED: Amrita Ramamurthy

Board Role Changes

- Margaret has stepped down from her position as President

- The Board has voted in Ari Scott as interim President and Hannah Gra�eo as interim

Vice President until our next round of elections in January.

- Updated roles and contact info to be provided to NYRR

Winter Party

- Planning for December 3rd given we find an available location

- Board to scout locations in the next 2-4 weeks and finalize by end of September

Fifth Ave Mile

- Board will coordinate team photo during Fifth Ave and announce on FB and IG as well as in the

newsletter

Bronx 10 Mile

- May coordinate after party at Bronx Ale House for Sunday morning

- Board to reach out to see if space is available and if reservation is needed

NYC Marathon

- Question on whether we will have marathon buses available to runners this year. Board to reach

out to confirm if they’re allowed and available.

- Minimum alternative: We’ll provide meetup spots for each wave / pickup location in case

runners would like to coordinate traveling or waiting together at the start.

- After party at Gebhards
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- Planning to have runners show up to hold space. Board plans to reach out to their POC

to reserve a table.

ASL Community Event

- On Rupert’s recommendation, we’ll be coordinating an event for team members to learn from a

community of ASL educators. Targeting an event this fall.

July 26, 2022

IN ATTENDANCE: Ari Scott, Simon Yuan, Kiran Rosenkilde, Hannah Gra�eo, Luke Kennedy, Amrita

Ramamurthy

Team Champs

- Two volunteers stepped forward to watch bags during the race

- Board will encourage picnic sign ups and fill in as needed

Long Runs

- Encourage greater participation through posting photos, greater board presence,

possibly change the time given seasonality.

- Decision to stick to Central Park routes for most Sunday Long Runs to highlight

monthly destination runs.

Harrier Mile

- No shirts as Matt from Bakline is in Iceland.

- Location for an afterparty still needed.

- Reach out to Bakline and Finish Line for sponsorships.

- Orders for participation gear and awards going out at the end of week.
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June 14, 2022

IN ATTENDANCE: Ari Scott, Simon Yuan, Kiran Rosenkilde, Luke Kennedy, Amrita Ramamurthy

EXCUSED: Hannah Gra�eo

Marathon Bibs

- Board discussed the top RotY spots as well as potential subjective spots for marathon

bibs this year. Margaret will send out emails to the recipients once it's decided.

Newsletter

- Discussed whether Sunday might be a better day to send out the weekly newsletter.

- Board determined that we can stick to Tuesdays but if there are notes, questions, or

info for the newsletter, try to get those in by Sunday 6pm so that on Tuesdays there is

less to do.

- The idea of a dedicated backup person each week was discussed, but we decided to

continue to allow anyone available to help with the newsletter as needed.

Summer Party

- Ari can post an IG story to remind Harriers to purchase summer party tickets.

- Location and budget are confirmed

- Need to finalize headcount with Talea
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May 2, 2022

IN ATTENDANCE: Margaret Aycock, Ari Scott, Simon Yuan, Kiran Rosenkilde, Amrita Ramamurthy,

Hannah Gra�eo

EXCUSED: Luke Kennedy, Kiran Rosenkilde

Gear Update

- More Bakline Singlets and Crops are needed for Women, in particular size small

- Pride gear discussions have been started

- Partnership announcement will take place in coordination with website launch

Harrier Mile

- Settled on East River Track. Permit submitted and Fleet Feets have been contacted. Aiming for

August 20th.

Summer Party

- Need to continue looking for locations.

Sunday Long Run

- Canceling for Mother’s Day

- Planning for donut run the following weekend to Donut Pub

Global Running Day

- Takes place during our break weeks.

- Plan to coordinate casual “fun run” with donuts before/after

Beach Run

- Beginning to plan the run to the Rockaways in July or August to coordinate with Fall Marathon

training. Approximately 18 miles with stops along the way to cut in for 8-9 miles.
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Code of Conduct

- Pulled together research from organizations and other teams to use as inspiration. Will work as

a board to write prior to website launch.

April 11, 2022

IN ATTENDANCE: Margaret Aycock, Ari Scott, Simon Yuan, Kiran Rosenkilde, Amrita Ramamurthy,

Hannah Gra�eo, Luke Kennedy

Gear Update

- Quarter-zips are now here. Margaret is distributing in-person.

Website

- Content is nearly ready to go. Need to draft and post the team’s code of conduct for Board

feedback.

- Plan to launch following the Brooklyn Half marathon.

Harrier Mile

- Looked into di�erent locations. Icahn, Riverside, McCarren, and East River Track.

Summer Party

- Board to look into various locations around the city within budget. Gavin’s rooftop is available if

alternative locations can’t be found.

- Hoping to coordinate alongside the Pride Run. Including e�ort to purchase Pride gear for the

race and the after party.
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March 7, 2022

IN ATTENDANCE: Margaret Aycock, Ari Scott, Simon Yuan, Kiran Rosenkilde, Amrita Ramamurthy,

Hannah Gra�eo

EXCUSED: Luke Kennedy

Social Media

- Board members understand appropriate roles and responsibilities for sharing content across

our social media platforms, in particular Instagram.

- Encouraging all members of the board to post additional stories as they see fit. Celebrated the

success of our first Team Points race, the Washington Heights 5K, and the engagement we

received from those posts!

Gear

- Orders for Bakline gear have been placed. Anticipating availability by April 18th, in time for the

Boston Marathon.

- One small edit to the women’s singlets: the H on the back of the singlet will be slightly lower

than is typical in order to be the same size as the H on the back of the mens. This is due to the

fit of the Bakline singlets and the narrow shoulder spacing on the women’s tops.

Team Donut Mile / Race

- The team is interested in hosting a race this year. Amrita and Hannah volunteered to follow up

and identify appropriate dates, locations, and next steps.

Volunteering

- The team agrees that we would like to be more involved in our community, including more

volunteering opportunities for team members.

- Ari will follow up with past team members who were spearheading volunteer initiatives.

- Kiran will work with Ari to coordinate upcoming volunteering.

- Potential to leverage existing relationships on the team (e.g. Jess and Best Friends)
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- Other ideas:

- Girls on the Run

- Clean Carl Shurz Park

- Connect with John Honerkamp with NYC Runs events

Race Sign Ups

- The RBC Race for the Kids Four Miler is the weekend following Boston (April 24th) and the same

weekend as the NYC Runs Brooklyn Half. Reach out to captains to encourage team members to

sign up, anticipating a lower than typical availability.

Sunday Long Runs

- This Sunday there will be a Brewery run to Ebbs.

- Desire on the board to increase our attendance and interest in Sunday Long Runs. Simon is

leading many initiatives in this area including:

- Potentially collaborating with other teams throughout NYC to have shared long runs.

Will encourage di�erent starting locations, routes, and team members to come and

support.

- Reaching out to the UWS Allbirds store to begin a relationship with our team, starting

with a singular long run or weeknight easy run and potentially building into something

more long term.

- Also, there is potential interest in a “wave two” or late start Sunday Long Run at

approximately 11AM. Hannah will coordinate after our upcoming events (Ebbs, United

Half).

United Half Cheer Zone

- Harrier cheer zone will be towards the end of the race, on the west side just south of the park

between the 11 and 12 mile marker. Approximately 7th and 56th street. Hannah will be present

and Ari will take pictures.
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Orthology Clinic

- Opportunity to coordinate with Jonathan Jezequel on a new clinic run by Orthology. Kiran to

reach out and coordinate. Aiming for mid-May.


